
Ruler
WorkBasics

For
Longarms/Midarms



Good rulers to start with: 
Straight edge that is not too big. I wouldn’t go

larger than the span of your hand to start. The

Quilter’s Groove ProMini is a great start. 

A set of circles is worth their weight in gold.
Circles that are solid (not nested) are easier to
hold. The Quilter’s Groove ProCircles are
great. You can start with the whole set or grab
the even or odd set. Try not to buy just one
because inevitably it will be the wrong size. 

Straight Ruler/ProMini: 
Great for straight lines such as piano key
borders and stitch in the ditch. Depending on
the length of the ruler you can do
crosshatching without marking as well. 

Circles/ProCircles: 
These are great for spines both circular and
undulating, continuous curves, curved
crosshatching and any place you need a
curve. 



Holding your ruler:
You want light pressure on your ruler. If you
grip it too tightly your hand will fatigue
quickly. Likewise if you push down too hard,
the machine won’t move freely. If you grip it
too loose, the ruler will shift resulting in
ripping out stitches. You can utilize a piece of
skateboard tape on the bottom of your ruler…
or anything that will prevent it from slipping.
You need to find a happy balance which
requires practice. 

Best practice:
Stitch in the ditch is the best way to practice
rulerwork! You will use your straight ruler and
stitch on the low side of the ditch (the side the
seam is not pressed to). Go slow. When
quilting horizontally, play around to see where
you like the ruler… in front of the foot or behind
it. What works for one person might be
different for another. 



Check list: 

Slow and steady wins the race.
Ruler work is NOT quick.

Rulers - suggested one ProMini and
ProCircles

Extended base for your machine

Ruler foot for your machine

Grip for the back of your rulers

Practice quilt top or panel

Quilting Gloves (optional, if you find you
have a death drip sometimes these help) 

Do not use contrasting thread. (it will
make all your mistakes jump out at you.
You do NOT need that when you first
start)

Machine Settings- Stitch regulator set to
10-12 stitches per inch 


